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Abstract6

The reassignment method is a non-linear, postprocessin technique which cans improve the7

localization of a time-frequency distribution by moving its values according to a suitable8

vector field. The reassignment method?s scheme assumes that the energy distribution in the9

time-frequency plane resembles a mass distribution and moves each value of the10

time-frequencyplane located at a point (????, ????)to another point,(?????,???? ?), which is11

the center of gravity of the energy distribution in the area of (????, ????). The result is a12

focused representation with very highintensity [11]. During this research it was investigated13

and determined that the frequency reassignment corrections derived from the Flandrin14

reassignment method have undesired noise sensitivity at very small noise levels as well as15

undesired observed distortions. In order to address these issues, a novel approach was16

derived-the discrete-time, discrete-frequency formulation of frequency reassignment. It is17

shown that in noise-free tone scenarios, this novel approach eliminates ambiguity and provides18

less distortion than the Flandrin reassignment method.19

20

Index terms— reassignment method, time-frequency distribution, discrete-time, discrete-frequency reassign-21
ment method.22

1 I. Introduction23

ilinear time-frequency distributions offer a wide range of methods designed for the analysis of non-stationary24
signals. Nevertheless, a critical point of these methods is their readability [15], which means both a good25
concentration of the signal components along with few misleading interference terms. A lack of readability, which26
is a known deficiency in the classical time-frequency analysis techniques (e.g. Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD),27
spectrogram), must be overcome in order to obtain time-frequency distributions that can be both easily read by28
non-experts and easily included in a signal processing application [5]. Inability to obtain readable time-frequency29
distributions may lead to inaccurate signal detection and metrics extraction.30

The reassignment method is a post-processing technique aimed at improving the readability of timefrequency31
distributions [7].The reassignment method has application to many scientific and engineering fields, including32
signal processing [16], biology [8], music [9], and mechanical engineering [1].The concept of time-frequency33
reassignment can be first traced back to Kodera in the 1970’s, and was introduced in an attempt to improve34
the spectrogram [13].The reassignment operations proposed by Kodera could not be applied to discrete short-35
time Fourier transform (STFT) data, because the partial derivatives that formed these operations could not be36
computed directly on data that was discrete in time and frequency [6]. It has been suggested that this difficulty37
was a primary barrier to wider use of the reassignment method.38

The next major step forward for the reassignment method was many years later when several papers were39
written by Auger and Flandrin [2], [4] in which reassignment equations were derived not only for the spectrogram,40
but also for a number of other time-frequency and time-scale distributions.41

The spectrogram can be defined as a twodimensional convolution of the WVD of the signal by the WVD of42
the analysis window, as in equation (1):?? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?) = ? ?? ?? +? ?? (??, ??)?? ? (?? ? ??,43
ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)???? ????(1)44
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which except in the very specific case of a homogeneous distribution, has no reason to suit the actual45
distribution. A much more meaningful choice is to assign the total mass of an object, as well as the spectrogram46
value, to the center of gravity of their respective distribution [5].47

This is exactly how the reassignment method proceeds: it moves each value of the spectrogram computed at48
any point (??, ð�??”ð�??”) to another point (?? ,ð�??”ð�??” ?) which is the center of gravity of the signal energy49
distribution around (??, ð�??”ð�??”) [12](see equations ( ??) and ( 3)):?? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ? ?? ?? ? (?? ?50
??, ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? ? ?? ? (?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +?51
?? (2) ð�??”ð�??” ?(??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ? ?? ?? ? (?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? ?52
?? ? (?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ??(3)?? ?? (??) (?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” ? ; ?) = ? ?? ??53
+? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?)????? ? ? ?? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”)??? ?ð�??”ð�??” ? ? ð�??”ð�??” ?(??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”)?54
???? ??ð�??”ð�??”(4)55

One of the most interesting properties of this new distribution is that it also uses the phase information of the56
STFT, and not only its squared modulus as in the spectrogram. It uses this information from the phase spectrum57
to sharpen the amplitude estimates in time and frequency. This can be seen from the following expressions of58
the reassignment operators: ?? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ? ??? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?) ??ð�??”ð�??”(5)59

Reassigned spectrograms are therefore very easy to implement, and do not require a drastic increase in60
computational complexity.61

Since time-frequency reassignment is not a bilinear operation, it does not permit a stable reconstruction of62
the signal. In addition, once the phase information has been used to reassign the amplitude coefficients, it is63
no longer available for use in reconstruction. This is perhaps why the reassignment method has received limited64
attention from engineers, and why its greatest potential may be where reconstruction is not necessary, that is,65
where signal analysis is an end unto itself.66

The reassignment principle for the spectrogram allows for a straight-forward extension of its use to other67
distributions as well [10]. If we consider the general expression of a distribution of the Cohen’s class as a two-68
dimensional convolution of the WVD, as in equation (9):?? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?) = ? ?(?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??” ?69
??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? (9)70

replacing the particular smoothing kernel ?? ? (??, ??) by an arbitrary kernel ?(??, ??) simply defines the71
reassignment of any member of Cohen’s class (equations (10) through (12)): Where ? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?) is72
the phase of the STFT of ?? : ? ?? (??, ð�??”ð�??”; ?) = arg ?? ?? (t, f; h)). However, these expressions73
(equations ( 5) and ( ??)) do not lead to an efficient implementation, and have to be replaced by equations (7)74
(local group delay) and (8) (local instantaneous frequency):?? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ? ?? ?(?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??”75
? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? ? ?(?? ? ??, ð�??”ð�??” ? ??)?? ?? (??, ??)???? ???? +? ??(1076

Where ?? ? (??) = ?? × ?(??) and ?? ? (??) = ??? ???? (??). This leads to an efficient implementation77
for the reassigned spectrogram without explicitly computing the partial derivatives of phase. The reassigned78
spectrogram may thus be computed by using 3 STFTs, each having a different window (the window function h;79
the same window with a weighted time ramp t*h; the derivative of the window function h with respect to time80
(dh/dt), (also known as the frequency-weighted window)).81

The resulting reassigned distributions efficiently combine a reduction of the interference terms provided by82
a well adapted smoothing kernel and an increased concentration of the signal components achieved by the83
reassignment. In addition, the reassignment operators?? ? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) and ð�??”ð�??” ?(??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”)84
are almost as easy to compute as for the spectrogram [4].85

Similarly, the reassignment method can also be applied to the time-scale energy distributions [14]. Starting86
from the general expression in equation (13):? ?? (??, ??; ?) = ? ?(?? ?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” 0 ? ????)?? ?? (?? ?87
??, ??) ???? ???? +? ??(13)88

we can see that the representation value at any point (??, ?? = ð�??”ð�??” 0 ð�??”ð�??” ? ) is the average of the89
weighted WVD values on the points (?? ? ??, ??) located in a domain centered on (??, ð�??”ð�??”) and bounded90
by the essential support of ?. In order to avoid the resultant signal components broadening while preserving the91
cross-terms attenuation, it seems once again appropriate to assign this average to the center of gravity of these92
energy measures, whose coordinates are shown in equations ( ??4) and ( 15):?? (??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ?? ? ? ??93
?(?? ?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” 0 ? ????)?? ?? (?? ? ??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? ? ?(?? ?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” 0 ? ????)?? ?? (??94
? ??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? (14) ð�??”ð�??” ?(??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ð�??”ð�??” 0 ?? ?(??; ??, ð�??”ð�??”) = ? ??95
?(?? ?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” 0 ? ????)?? ?? (?? ? ??, ??)???? ???? +? ?? ? ?(?? ?? ? , ð�??”ð�??” 0 ? ????)?? ?? (??96
? ??, ??)???? ???? +? ? ? (15)97

Rather than to the point (??, ?? = ð�??”ð�??” 0 ð�??”ð�??” ? ) where it is computed. The value of the resulting98
modified timescale representation on any point (?? ? , ?? ? ) is then the sum of all the representation values99
moved to this point, and is known as the reassigned scalogram (equation ( ??6)):100

It can be shown that the reassignment method is theoretically perfectly localized for chirps and impulses.101
Fig. 1 clearly shows the improvement in readability that the reassignment method provides over its classical102

time-frequency distribution counterpart. This is due to the reassignment method’s ’smoothing’ and ’squeezing’103
qualities. (left) and the reassigned smoothed-pseudoWVD (RSPWVD) (right) for a triangular modulated FMCW104
signal (256 samples, SNR=5dB). The reassignment method gives a much more concentrated time-frequency105
localization, and produces a reduction in cross-term interference, which makes for an improvement in readability106
over its classical time-frequency distribution counterpart [17].107
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Table I supports the hypothesis that the improved readability provided by the reassignment method (shown108
in Fig. 1) translates to more accurate signal detection and parameter metrics extraction. Experimental tests and109
analyses of the reassignment method algorithms in MATLAB (such as those illustrated above) have demonstrated110
the effectiveness of the reassignment method.111

Using simple threshold detection methods, visual inspection of a variety of input reassigned signals and112
detection results led to the conclusion that these results corresponded quite well with human assessment of113
the reassigned signals.114

2 II. Concerns Discovered with the Flandrin Frequency Reas-115

signment Method116

While performing research under this effort for the purpose of obtaining quantitative performance measures117
for the reassignment method, it was discovered that the frequency reassignment corrections derived from the118
Flandrinre assignment method had undesired noise sensitivity at very small noise levels as well as undesired119
observed distortions.120

The equation for the standard reassignment method is shown in equation (17):ð�??”ð�??”??ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”??ð�??”ð�??”??ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”121
??ð�??”ð�??”??????????????ð�??”ð�??”???? ð�??”ð�??”??????ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”ð�??”???????? = ??? 2?? ? ???? ? X122
??? [??, ??] X ? [??, ??] ? (17)123

This value is added to the frequency bin (index ??), to correct for frequency assignment. Here, ?? is the DFT124
length (and signal segment length when no zeropadding is used). X ? [??, ??] is a DFT of the weighted input,125
formed from an N-length segment of the input x[??], multiplied by the N-length window, h[??]. X ??? [??, ??]126
is the DFT of the same input segment, but in this case, weighted (multiplied) by the ”derivative” of the data127
window. The indices ?? and ?? are the time (sample) index and the frequency (bin) index respectively.128

Figure 2 shows the undesired noise sensitivity at very small noise levels using Flandrin’s reassignment method.129
Figure 3 is a plot of frequency bin vs. frequency corrections, again using the Flandrin frequency reassignment130
corrections algorithm (equation ( 17)), but this time with noise-free tones located near bin 0. The plot shows131
undesired observed distortions in noise-free frequency reassignment, as well as multi-valued corrections, implying132
ambiguity, and making uniquely correcting for distortions impossible. Analyzing the frequency reassignments for133
the DFT of such a weighted data segment we can omit for now the time reassignment, which allows simplification134
of equation ( 17) as,??[??] = ??? 2?? ? ???? ? X ??? [??] X ? [??] ?(18)135

or equivalently??[??] = ???? ? ??? 2?? ? ??[??]?(19)136
With??[??] = X ??? [??] X ? [??](20)137
The sequence domain multiplication from the application of the data window results in circular convolution138

in the frequency domain, which allows us to write?? ??? [??] ?? ? [??] = ??[??] ? ?? ?? [??] ??[??] ? ??[??](21)139
In the continuous-time, continuous-frequency original formulation of the frequency reassignment process, the140

weighting function, ??(??), is the timederivative of ?(??).141
However, this relationship is a result of linear convolutional processes that occur in the domains of continuous-142

time and continuous-frequency.143
For the discrete-time, discrete-frequency (D&D) formulation of frequency reassignment, we need to account144

for the circular convolutions as identified in equation ( 21).145

3 Undesired noise sensitivity at very smallnoise levels!146

Accounting for circular convolution allows us to determine the relationship between?[??] = ?????? ?1 {??[??]}147
(22) and ? ?? [??] = ?????? ?1 {?? ?? [??]} (23)148

We first return to the goal of frequency reassignment, which is to eliminate the spreading of sinusoidal149
components in the frequency representation of ?? ? [??] as observed in the transform result, ?? ? [??](i.e.150
we want localization in frequency).151

This tells us that the desired result of Equation ( 19) is a (modulo-N for complex-valued inputs) ramp sequence,152
such that an input sinusoid is reassigned to a single frequency bin.153

If we impose the requirement that the calculation in Equation ( 20) is purely imaginary valued for a given154
input sinusoid, likewise, ??[??]can be determined from Equation ( 19).155

With ??[??] known for an input complex exponential sinusoid, ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? [??], from Equations ( 20) and156
( 21), we can solve for ? ?? ????] in terms of ?[??], which results in? ?? [??] = ?????? ?1 {??[??] ? ??????{?[??]157
? ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? [??]}} ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? [??](24)158

Note that the above Equation ( 24) represents a pre-processing step that can be performed as an initialization159
for determining? ?? [??], for a chosen data window,? [??].160

Equation ( 24) represents the first iteration of the D&D reassignment method.161
For any arbitrary input,??[??], these data windows can be considered for use as implied in Equation ( 19) to162

accomplish the frequency reassignments.163
As a practical matter, caution must be used to ensure that the denominator in Equation ( 24) does not result164

in division by zero.165
A logical choice for the complex sinusoid, ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? ????], is one that maximally spreads energy across166
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7 V. CONCLUSIONS

frequency bins, i.e., one that is at a frequency that lies exactly between two bin centers (i.e. choose the worstcase167
scenario for localization).168

In this sense, the chosen sinusoid is a design signal, which allows us to elicit a response from the system of169
Equation ( 24), which is used as our ”timederivative” data window.170

Observations made by following this method exposes the sensitivity of Equation ( 17) to the selection of an171
appropriate derivative of the data window, as can be seen in figure ??.172

Figure ??: Frequency reassignment corrections derived from above method. Nine noise-free tones located near173
bin 0. Plot shows undesired observed distortions and that the response is observed to be highly sensitive to the174
input signal frequency, and implicitly to the determination of derivative of window, h. Note that when he input175
signal matches the design signal, ideal reassignment is achieved.176

4 IV. Further Enhancement of the D&d177

Reassignment Method178
In an attempt to resolve some of the issues noted in figure ??, frequency reassignment corrections were derived179

from exact mathematical derivative (i.e. Hanning, derivative of Hanning), followed by sampling. Figure ?? shows180
the results of this approach.181

5 Undesired observed distortions182

Response is observed to be highly sensitive to the input signal frequency, and implicitly to the determination of183
derivative of window, h184

6 Ideal corrections185

Figure ??: Frequency reassignment corrections derived from exact mathematical derivative (i.e. Hanning,186
derivative of Hanning), followed by sampling. Nine noise-free tones located near bin 0. The plot shows some187
improvement over figure ?? (consistent), but still has issues (undesired observed distortions, creates excessive188
distortion,is multivalued causing ambiguity).189

Continuing in an attempt to resolve issues brought out in figure ?? and figure ??, frequency reassignment190
corrections were derived from DFT-based scaling by jw as a derivative approximation (represents the most191
current state of development of the D&D reassignment method). Figure ?? shows the promising results of this192
approach.193

Figure ??: Frequency reassignment corrections derived from DFT-based scaling by jw as a derivative194
approximation (most current state of development of the D&D reassignment method). Nine noise-free tones195
located near bin 0. There are undesired observed distortions, however, using piece-wise monotonic response will196
allow for proper frequency reassignment. Eliminates the ambiguity, is consistent, with less distortion than prior197
methods. Shows a marked improvement over the methods used to produce figure ?? and figure ??. This most198
current state of development of the D&D reassignment method will be used to compare reassignment results to199
Flandrin’s method.200

Figure 7 shows comparisons of the original spectrogram, the Flandrin frequency reassignment, and the D&D201
frequency reassignment derived from DFTbased scaling by jw as a derivative approximation (noise-free tone (top202
row) and 80dB SNR (bottom row)). For the noise-free tone (top row), the D&D frequency reassignment clearly203
produces better results. For the bottom row, the blue band around the yellow line is more narrow (meaning more204
of the energy is reassigned) for the D&D frequency reassignment than for the Flandrin frequency reassignment205
(figure ?? substantiates this).206

7 V. Conclusions207

During this research it was investigated and determined that the frequency reassignment corrections derived from208
the Flandrin reassignment method have undesired noise sensitivity at very small noise levels as well as undesired209
observed distortions. To address these issues, the novel approach of the discrete-time, discrete-frequency (D&D)210
formulation of frequency reassignment was derived. It is shown that in noise-free tone scenarios, this novel211
approach (the D&D reassignment method) eliminates ambiguity and provides less distortion than the Flandrin212
reassignment method.213

As a result of the derivation and enhancement of the D&D reassignment method, one of the focus areas for214
future research efforts will be a comparison between the D&D reassignment method and the standard (Flandrin’s)215
reassignment method for not only frequency reassignment corrections, but also for time reassignment corrections,216
in both noise-free and high noise (low SNR) environments. Also, investigation will be performed using the D&D217
reassignment method to further reduce undesired observed distortions for both noise-free and high noise (low218
SNR) environments. Publishing and patent efforts have come about as a result of this research [18], and will219
continue as the research develops. 1 2220

1© 2018 Global Journals
2Year 2018 F Discrete-Time, Discrete-Frequency Reassignment Method
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Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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Figure 2: Figure 2 :
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Figure 3: Figure 3 :
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Figure 4: Figure 7 :
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Figure 5: Figure 8 ,Figure 8 :

Figure 6: F

I

Parameters Extracted Spectrogram Reassigned Spectrogram WVD RSPWVD
Carrier Frequency (% error) ~1.0% ~1.9% ~2.5% ~3.4%
Modulation Bandwidth (%
error)

22.2% * 1.0% 6.8% * 3.9%

Modulation Period (% error) ~0.5% ~0.4% ~0.3% ~0.2%
TF Localization (X) (% of
entire x-axis)

3.0% * 1.1% ~0.65% ~0.69%

TF Localization (Y) (% of
entire y-axis)

7.1% * 2.2% ~1.54% ~1.48%

Chirp Rate (% error) 21.7% * 0.6% 6.6% * 4.6%
Percent Detection (0,10dB) 93.0% * 100% 89.3% * 95.0%
Lowest Detectable SNR *-3.5 dB -2.5 dB -2.0 dB *-3.0 dB
Plot Time * 4.0 s 33.0 s 12m:54s * 34.9 s

Figure 7: Table I :
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